Very recently, we introduced a set of correlation consistent effective core potentials (ccECPs) constructed within full many-body approaches. By employing significantly more accurate correlated approaches we were able to reach a new level of accuracy for the resulting effective core Hamiltonians. We also strived for simplicity of use and easy transferability into a variety of electronic structure methods in quantum chemistry and condensed matter physics. Here, as a reference for future use, we present exact or nearlyexact total energy calculations for these ccECPs. The calculations cover H-Kr elements and are based on the state-of-the-art configuration interaction (CI), coupled-cluster (CC), and quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) calculations with systematically eliminated/improved errors. In particular, we carry out full CI/CCSD(T)/CCSDT(Q) calculations with cc-pVnZ with up to n=6 basis sets and we estimate the complete basis set limits. Using combinations of these approaches, we achieved an accuracy of ≈ 1-10 mHa for K-Zn atoms and ≈ 0.1-0.3 mHa for all other elements − within about 1% or better of the ccECP total correlation energies. We also estimate the corresponding kinetic energies within the feasible limit of full CI calculations. In order to provide data for QMC calculations, we include fixed-node diffusion Monte Carlo energies for each element that give quantitative insights into the fixed-node biases for single-reference trial wave functions. The results offer a clear benchmark for future high accuracy calculations in a broad variety of correlated wave function methods such as CI and CC as well is in stochastic approaches such as real space sampling QMC. arXiv:1909.12453v1 [cond-mat.mtrl-sci] 
Introduction
Effective core potentials (ECPs) or closely related pseudopotentials have been used very successfully in electronic structure calculations for decades. ECPs represent a class of effective Hamiltonians that combine significant gains in computational efficiency with the simplification of describing the valence electronic properties of matter in perhaps the tidiest and compact formulation. ECPs fulfill these multiple roles very successfully and have enabled studies that would be otherwise unreachable. For example, smoothing out the ionic potentials and core states has been a simple yet significant step that enabled broad use of plane wave basis sets with major impact in condensed matter physics and in ab initio molecular dynamics. Additional advantages and necessities of using ECPs for very heavy elements have been well-known and demonstrated over decades. 1 Despite ECP's usefulness, their accuracy has been improving only gradually and sometimes lagged behind the progress of methods that treat the fundamental challenge of electron-electron correlations. This lag can be understood by the complications of new and more accurate constructions that typically required significant time and effort. We believe that this has been the case also in recent years where the electron correlation methods have made significant advances represented, for example, by stochastic configuration interaction approaches, auxiliary field, and real space sampling quantum Monte Carlo (QMC), [2] [3] [4] while employed ECPs were based on more traditional and older construction schemes.
In order to avoid laborious retesting and revalidation of older pseudopotential sets, we have provided a new generation of correlation consistent effective core potentials/pseudopotentials (ccECPs) for the first 36 elements of the periodic table, up to Kr. [5] [6] [7] [8] The key aims of our effort have been the construction of ECPs in a full manybody and scalar relativistic framework, high accuracy, and broad use potential. Our construction has been based on finding the best compromises in reproducing many-body atomic spectra (i.e, isospectrality for atomic valence states), molecular binding curves for selected systems, and high reliability for non-equilibrium molecular geometries. Our very simple, gaussian parametrization enables straightforward use in majority of codes with almost any basis set type, both in quantum chemical and condensed matter physics applications. We believe that ccECPs offer the community the opportunity to focus on physics and chemistry of the given problem rather than on taxing technicalities of the ECP accuracy or construction limitations. In addition, we have argued that accurate ccECPs, aside from their use to decrease the degrees of freedom and eliminating the core energy scales, provide another welcome advantage. In particular, we have shown that systematic biases from ccECPs for valence properties are on par or smaller than all-electron calculations with uncorrelated cores. We achieved this by employing highly accurate correlated constructions of ccECPs that took into account also the corecore and core-valence correlations. Remarkably, this makes the resulting effective ECP Hamiltonians more accurate than most ordinary treatments of cores in all-electron calculations. The ccECPs and corresponding basis sets up to 6Z has been tabulated and data is readily available 9 and open to further documented updates.
In this work, we present important reference data that will be useful for subsequent calculations, namely exact/nearly-exact ccECP total energies using sequences of highly accurate correlated wave function methods. For H-Kr atoms, we carry out calculations with approaches that include CI single and double excitations (CISD), full CI (FCI), coupled cluster (CC) up to double and triple excitations with perturbative triples (CCSD(T)), as well as limited CC with explicit triples and perturbative quadruples (CCSDT(Q)). The corresponding basis sets are systematically increased from cc-pVDZ to cc-pV6Z until we reach the feasibility limits for the largest cases. These finite basis results are then systematically extrapolated to the complete basis set (CBS) limits.
Once we have established systematic data on exact/nearly exact total energies our interest included presenting insights into recently developed selected-CI methods where we have opted for the CIPSI approach. 10 Our next goal has been to provide data for the fixed-node diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) studies. In particular, we were interested in revealing both absolute and relative biases that combine fixednode and localization errors for single-reference trial functions that were based on HF and Density Functional Theory (DFT) orbitals. Further, in order to get an insight into improvements with multi-reference wave functions, we also calculated energies of the transition metal series and a few other elements with trial functions containing up to ≈ 1 million determinants.
While in all-electron nonrelativistic calculations the kinetic energies are straightforward to obtain, for ECP Hamiltonians the kinetic energies are genuinely challenging and require explicitly correlated wave functions such as high level CI. In order to shed a light on this important quantity we also calculate the total kinetic energies using the CI method with extrapolations.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides general information about ccECPs and describes the methods used in this work. In sections 3, 4, and 5 we give the estimated exact energies for H-Ne, Na-Ar, and K-Kr elements, respec-tively. The next subsection presents CIPSI calculations. Section 6 provides the data obtained in fixed-node DMC calculations. Section 7 contains the kinetic energies for the aforementioned set of elements. Finally, we close with conclusions and discussions in section 8.
ccECP form and methods
The ccECPs have the following well-established semi-local form:
where i is the electron index, r i is the electronion distance, and lm represents the spherical harmonics. Here local potential V loc (r i ) and non-local potential V l (r i ) are given as follows:
where the ranges of k and j sums are typically between 1 and 4. All greek letters are optimized parameters and Z eff = Z − Z core . Detailed information on ccECPs with corresponding references can be found at the website. 9 Throughout the paper, we calculate the atomic energies with various post-HF methods with increasing basis set levels as stated previously. We also provide CBS limit values which are obtained separately for HF and correlation energies using an extrapolation scheme 11 as follows:
where n is the basis set cardinal number. The deviations from the fit are interpreted as standard deviations, i.e, as statistical quantities.
We carry out calculations at D 2h point group symmetry as well as using state-averaged (SA) reference states to examine the differences in HF and correlation energies. State-averaged orbitals are obtained using the MCSCF method by averaging different wave function symmetries (with the same spin). 12 This procedure provides full atomic symmetry and equivalent, degenerate orbitals expressed with pure spherical harmonics corresponding to the orbital (s, p, d, ...). Unless otherwise specified, all energies shown in this paper correspond to the state-averaged energies, whereas D 2h point group calculations are given in the Supporting Information. For closed-shell atoms such as Ar, Ca and half-full shell atoms such as P, Mn the D 2h and SA reference states are equivalent.
Clearly, for elements with only one valence electron E corr ≡ 0 and only single-electron eigenvalues (denoted as ROHF/RHF) values are given. For cases with only two valence electrons, only CCSD is relevant and CISD gives the exact energy for a given basis set. In such cases, only CISD and ROHF values are given. Similarly, CCSDT(Q) is not relevant for systems with the number of electrons less than or equal to 3.
For the exact total energies, we take the most accurate post-HF method that was feasible for all basis set sizes. In some cases, the most extensive basis set calculations were not doable and we estimated the energy for those cardinal numbers using an estimate. In particular, we calculated the ratio of energies obtained from the two most accurate methods with the largest basis set possible. Then, the missing energies were estimated by multiplying the less accurate method by that ratio. This estimator has been partially verified whenever calculations with all the methods were feasible. We have found that the aforementioned ratio changes only very mildly with respect to basis set and gives reasonably consistent estimations. For instance, the ratio of CCSDT(Q)/UCCSD(T) correlation energies for Oxygen is 1.0022(2), for Sulfur is 1.0056 (5) , and for Selenium is 1.0048(4) with typical uncertainty given in parenthesis. Usually, FCI energies were used if the number of valence electrons was 6 and CCSDT(Q) quantities were used otherwise.
Another set of results is obtained by the selected-CI CIPSI 10 method using the same basis sets and ccECPs. It offers insights into the per-formance of this approach for calculations with ECPs.
For each atom, single-reference fixed-node DMC (FN-DMC) energies were also calculated. In addition, for the 3d transition atoms and a few other elements, large CI expansions were employed as trial wave functions. All DMC calculations use timestep extrapolation to eliminate error in the Green's function. We choose timesteps as τ = (0.02, 0.01, 0.005, 0.0025) Ha −1 and linearly extrapolate to the zero timestep limit. In all cases, we employ T-moves algorithm 13 in DMC which evaluates the non-local pseudopotential variationally and gives an upper bound to ground state energy. Throughout the paper, the single-reference trial wave function multiplied by one-body J eI , two-body J ee , and three-body J eeI Jastrow factors is used unless otherwise specified. Single-reference determinants are obtained at D 2h point group except for Ti, V, Co, and Ni atoms where stateaveraged references were used to obtain a proper single-reference.
The following software packages have been used throughout this paper: Molpro, 14 Mrcc, 15 Gamess, 16 PySCF, 17 Quantum Package, 18 QWalk 19 and QMCPACK. 4 
Energies of H-Ne elements
As mentioned previously, we carried out calculations using both D 2h point group symmetry orbitals and state-averaged orbital references. We observed that although HF energies and the obtained correlation energies were different in these two cases, the total energies were the same within the deviations/errors obtained. This is illustrated for oxygen and vanadium ccECP atomic energies in tables 1 and 2, respectively. It should be noted that for vanadium, the total energies were different in two cases if CCSD(T) was used (the state-averaged resulted in lower energy). However, CCSDT(Q) energies resulted in the same energies within the observed deviations. A similar picture was observed for Ni( 3 F) as described below. For these reasons, all energies shown in this paper are state-averaged energies unless otherwise specified.
For the 1st row (period 2), we show ccECP and Table 3 shows ccECP energies with various methods and basis sets. In this row, we use aug-cc-pVnZ basis set with n=3-6 to extrapolate to CBS limit using equations 4 and 5. cc-pVnZ basis set was used for Ne as an exception. For each atom, the highest accuracy method with all basis cardinal numbers filled were used to calculate the most accurate energies. For instance, FCI was used in O atom, whereas in F atom, CCSDT(Q) method was used. We estimate that the accuracy achieved throughout the 1st row is in the range of ≈ 0.1 -0.3 mHa. Table 4 shows energies for selected BFD atoms for comparison of correlation energies with our ccECPs. We find that the correlation energies in BFD ECPs are typically larger compared to ccECP by values that for few valence electron atoms is of the order of 1-3 mHa (≈ 1 % of the correlation energy). This indirectly points out that ccECP pseudo-orbitals are marginally closer to their all-electron counterparts decreasing thus the artificial increase in correlation energies that has been identified some time ago. 22 
Energies of Na-Ar elements
In the 2nd row (period 3), we calculated ccECP energies for two different core approximations:
[ , we estimate the uncertainty of about 1 mHa for Na and up to approximately 10 mHa for Ar. Note that the correlation energies in the 2nd row are smaller than their 1st row isoelectronic counterparts reflecting less localized and more extended electron densities in the 2nd row.
Energies of K-Kr elements
The considered 3rd row elements (period 4) consists of K-Kr atoms. We use [Ne] core ccECP for K, Ca, and 3d transition metal (TM) elements while [[Ar]3d 10 ] core was used for Ga-Kr. Here, cc-pCVnZ basis sets (with semicore correlating exponents) were used for the K-Zn elements and aug-cc-pVnZ were used for Ga-Kr. Extrapolations for TMs were carried out using n=2-5 since that showed rather systematic data for extrapolations. Meanwhile for K, Ca and Ga-Kr, n=3-6 basis sizes were used. Detailed information about 3rd row accurate energies are given in tables 7, 8, and 9 which provide the data for Sc-Mn, Fe-Zn and 3rd row main group elements respectively. In addition, we provide selected STU 23 coupledcluster pseudopotential energies for comparison in Table 10 . Achieving a high accuracy in K-Zn elements proved to be more challenging due to the signifi-cant growth in both total and correlation energies as they stem from semicore 3s, 3p states and from much higher correlations in the 3d−shell. We estimate that the uncertainty for the totals throughout K-Zn varies between ≈ 1 mHa for the lightest elements to about 10 mHa for Zn.
For Ga-Kr, we estimate an accuracy of 0.1-0.3 mHa. Note that these atoms are isoelectronic to 2p and 3p elements since d electrons are removed by the ECP. We observe that the correlation energies are again systematically smaller when compared to the previous row (3p), suggesting more spread out densities.
Correlation energies from selected-CI method
Here we expand our study by employing another accurate method that is proving very valuable for generating trial functions for QMC calculations. To this end, we carried out selected-CI calculations which utilize CIPSI (Configuration Interaction using a Perturbative Selection made Iteratively) algorithm 10 for some selected cases. Table 11 shows selected ccECP cases and their correlation energies with an increasing number of determinants using this method. Similarly, we also carried out selected-CI calculations for ccECP[Ne] TMs in table 12 which provides variational energies as well as energies with second-order perturbation corrections (E+PT2) from multi-determinant expansions. Corresponding DMC calculations using trial functions with different numbers of determinants from applying truncation thresholds are given later, in table 21.
Fixed-node DMC calculations and corresponding bias
It is well-known that the systematic errors in DMC ECP/pseudopotential calculations correspond to the fixed-node (FN) and localization errors. 24 We note the obvious fact that the localization error is not present for ECPs with only local operators such as H and He. Moreover, systems such as Be with He core (Be[He]) or Mg[Ne] have no FN errors because the 1 S[2s 2 ] state with 2s pseudo-orbitals is nodeless. Therefore, the errors Al Si Ti ( (11) in these cases correspond to the localization error only. For instance, for Be[He], we find the localization error to be 1.3(2) mHa. Similarly, for PBE orbital nodes, we find the error to be 1.7(3) mHa. We can also observe that the quality of the basis set used in DMC calculations does not significantly affect the energy of single reference atomic systems. This is because for atoms, the nodes of the HF or single determinant wave functions are essentially fully captured by accurately contracted basis set at the DZ level. We illustrate this fact in table 13 for selected atoms from different rows, with and without T-moves, where we see that the energies agree within the error bars. We also want to note that this does not apply to molecular systems where TZ level is needed and importance of higher angular momenta orbitals is more pronounced.
Most 25, 26 We find that these energies are degenerate within the obtained errors, although we observe that the 3 D state has somewhat lower fixed-node bias. Table 19 shows selected DMC energies for various single-reference nodes based on orbitals from HF, PBE, and PBE0 calculations. It also tabulates DMC energies using multi-determinant expansions truncated at 10 −8 threshold 1 with (sCI(8)J) and without Jastrow factors (sCI(8)). We see a good agreement between "sCI(8)J" and previously tabulated (table 3) correlation energies, especially for B and C atoms where the energies are essentially the same.
A DMC calculation of Fe atom is also shown for STU ECP in table 20. We find that for Fe atom, the fixed-node and localization errors for STU (80(1)) and ccECP (78(1)) are the same within deviations. A summary of systematic errors of the fixednode DMC method is plotted in figure 1 for all elements and core sizes considered in this work. In figure 1a , we plotted the biases from the single reference HF trial wave functions. Perhaps surprisingly, some of the largest percentage errors appear for B and C atoms. However, biases for these two elements and also for Be[He] are significantly enhanced by the near-degeneracy effect between 2s, 2p levels. Such an effect is absent in the rest of the plotted elements (we note that although seemingly the same argument applies to the second and third row levels such as 3s, 3p, etc, the corresponding values there are very marginal, below ≈ 0.5 mHa). Therefore for Be, B, and C we have carried out calculations with two-configuration trial functions 27, 28 and clearly the errors decrease by several percents as shown in Fig. 1b . For Be, the remaining small error of the order of 1% or so, is generated solely by the localization approximation as mentioned also above. It is interesting that the largest relative error appears for V atom. This reflects the large number of configurations that mix with the ground state due to the partial occupation of the d-shell as well as a significant contribution from correlations of 3d and semicore 3s, 3p subshells. Note that for Cr that is the next element to V, the error rather abruptly decreases by about one fifth when compared with the V atom. This can be understood by much smaller number of excitations that mix with the high symmetry ground state due to the half-filled d−shell, S total spatial angular momentum and correspondingly higher accuracy of the HF wave function due to high spin (septet) of the ground state. Also quite remarkably, the percentage error does not grow with the increasing double occupancy of the d−shell where the main contribution to the correlation energy is from unlike spin pairs. Since this is the domain of the Hubbard U correlations we see that these many-body effects are captured very well and quite consistently by the FN-DMC method as has been known for quite some time. 29 The results are also consistent with previous study on the extent and origins of fixed-node errors in first-(C, N, O) vs second-row (Si, P, S) systems. 30 The graph shows that the fixed-node errors for these elements are about 2-3 % and the lowest bias of about 1.5% is found for the P atom.
In order to probe for improvement of the nodal surfaces especially for significant correlation effects in transition elements, we have carried out fixed-node DMC with trial functions that included a large number of determinants from selected-CI wave functions, see table 21 . In this case, the Jastrow factor has not been used since the trial functions were very close to the exact ones. We see a significant improvement that decreases the fixed-node errors to about 4% for V and Fe, and about 5% for heavier transition atoms. We conjecture that the remaining bias is mainly in the semi-core 3s, 3p channels due to very large electron density in that region. 30 
Kinetic energies
Besides the total energies, we are interested in obtaining accurate kinetic energies for a couple of reasons. One reason is that virial theorem does not apply to ECPs due to the modified shape of valence orbitals, absence of core states and scalar relativity. Therefore, accurate kinetic energies are unknown. Another important point of interest is that kinetic energy provides one possible measure of the degree of the electron density spatial extent/localization. This is relevant in QMC calculations where the optimization of the Jastrow factor can and typically changes the density. This can happen in the region close to the nucleus but perhaps even more often in the tail regions. The reason is that the optimized energy is not very sensitive to small changes in the tails of the trial function and therefore the optimization method can bias towards regions where the variational gain is the most significant − this is often the region at the largest electronic density. The resulting bias can affect calculations of various quantities, in particular, dipole or higher order moments. Values of kinetic energy that differ significantly from their accurate values provide perhaps the simplest signal of possible bias in the electronic density and imperfect optimization in general.
The kinetic energy of an atom is given by the following expression:
which was obtained from either CISD or FCI calculations with estimations for the CBS limit. We estimate the CBS limit energy as follows:
E kin,CBS = E kin,n + (E kin,n − E kin,n−1 ),
with the corresponding error given by:
where n is the largest cardinal number for which the calculation was feasible. For TMs, n=5 whereas for all other elements n=6 was used to calculate the CBS limit. A summary of all calculated kinetic energies are given tables 22, 23, 24, 25 , semicore electrons were not counted towards the number of valence electrons. Having in mind that for AE cases without relativity this ratio is 100% from the virial theorem, we see that "small" core approximations such as 2nd row with [He] core display a ratio of (∼ 80%) whereas "large" core cases such as 2nd row with [Ne] core or 4p elements with [[Ar]3d 10 ] core exhibit much smaller ratios. The fact that the kinetic to total energy ratio is smaller reflects the smoother nature of pseudoelectronic densities. The ratios grow with the number of valence electrons, with the exception of 4p elements where the ratio mildly decreases. 
Conclusions
There has been a number of accurate total energy studies for all-electron atoms using a variety of methods such as coupled cluster, DMC with multi-determinant nodes, FCI, etc (see references 31-34 for selected cases). However, rigorous examinations of ECP total energies have been rather sporadic and in many cases, only finite basis and limited accuracy methods were employed. This has been a notable impediment for calculations since many large-scale, solid or bulk calculations employ ECPs/pseudopotentials, especially if heavy atoms such as transition metals are involved. The missing data on total energies often prevented accurate assessments of methodological errors and usually rather ad hoc estimations or guesses were necessary. This work provided benchmark data for ccECP atomic ground state energies within current feasibility limits. Another useful data we provide are values of kinetic energies for atomic ground states which can be rather challenging to obtain and can be used to find balanced QMC optimization of Jastrow factors as mentioned in the text.
Additional information that can be inferred from our results is that the correlation energies for other ECP sets can be reasonably estimated N ROHF 6.75184307 6.75184179 6.75186129 6.75186395 6.75187214 CISD 6.80039239 6.87176435 6.88452081 6.88688084 6.88911504 FCI 6.81628005 6.88488882 6.89760719 6.90031892 6.902(*) 6.905 (1) O ROHF 11.62185052 11.61188915 11.60608100 11.60616593 11.60556705 CISD 11.61322007 11.74923712 11.77187918 11.77912500 11.78416970 FCI 11.64339874 11.76677977 11.78973117 11.797(*) 11.802(*) 11.807 (3) Si ROHF within about 1% accuracy using the provided data. As we explained before, ECP correlation energy is a very mildly varying quantity provided that the number of channels and semilocal form are the same. Mild differences in correlation energies of different ECPs (of the order of 1%) can be understood from the degree of smoothness in the core region with a qualitative tendency of slight increase if the resulting density in the core is larger and being closer to a constant. This effect is almost fully driven by the valence s-channel.
Our previous papers 6,7 outline extended discussions and examples of this behavior. We believe this study will help to standardize and make much more transparent the properties of the newly constructed set of ccECP effective Hamiltonians and also to stimulate further research in this technically demanding but important research area.
Supporting Information
See Supporting Information for further data outlined above and for more details. The previously provided total and kinetic energies are listed there also for D 2h point group. In addition, we tabulate single-reference FN-DMC energies for each time step at various basis sizes. The data for twoconfiguration FN-DMC for selected cases is provided as well. The input and output files for this work are shared in Materials Data Facility. 35 
